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Territorial Treasurer Receives His Withes Regarding Amend Investment of Harriman in Santa Governor Shafroth Made Ad- Had Taxes of McCormick Fam- But Declares Santa Fe and Representation Is to Be HistoriFe Lines Was Legitimate
dress at Dedication of Great
ment of Arizona Constitution
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Southwest Should Be
ily Increased from $8,000
cally Correct in Every
Memorial.
Are Disregardedto $500,000
Enterprise.
County.
Seen First.
Detail.
-

Upon Mb return from Clayton tonight it is believed that Governor
Mills will find he has been the recipient of many telegrams il reports received from Lincoln today are true.
It seems that the trouble there over
the moving of the county records to
Carrizozo, the new county seat, is far
from being quieted and it is rumored
that prominent citizens of Lincoln

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 24. The
senate committee on territories today voted 6 to 3 to report favorably
the house resolution admitting New
Mexico and Arizona to statehood, with
the provision that the Arizona constitution containing' the judiciary recall
to the people.
shall be

Slight amendments to the house resolution were made. If the senate sustains the committee, the resolution
will have to be sent to conference.
Committee Unfriendly to Mexicans.
'.A motion to eliminate Arizona from
the bill made by Senator Nelson on
grounds that the constitution adopted by the people of that territory was
severely discriminative against tie
Mexican element of the population

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mcrlean)
St Louis, Mo. June 24. The United States circuit court of the eighth
district today handed down an opinion that the purchase of the Southern
Pacific by the Union Pacific "did not
amount to a direct and substantial
restraint of either interstate or inter
The recent de
national commerce."
cision of the United States supreme
court in the Standard Oil case was
cited among others by Judge Elmer
B. Adams, who wrote the majority
opinion.
Supreme Court Justice Willis Van de
Venter while a circuit judge of the
ttfghth district, participated in the
hearing, deliberation and conclusion
in the case and concurred in the
.
opinion.
Judge William C. Hook, filed a dissenting opinion, in which he expressed" the belief that the government's
petition was well founded and should
have been granted. .
The majority decision was written
by Judge Elmer"B. Adams and mailed
to the clerk of the court here.
"The only question;" read the
opinion, "was the Union Pacific Company extending only from Omaha and
Kansas City on the east, to Ogden on
the west, a competing line, prior to
business
1901, for transcontinental
with the Southern Pacific Company,
whose line extended from New York
in the east over the sea to New Orleans, and thence by rail to San Francisco and Portland on the west.
"While the Union Pacific was entirely dependent upon the Southern
Pacific for its connection westward,
the Southern Pacific was not at all
dependent upon the Union Pacific for
its connection eastward," read the
majority opinion.
"Oiyi conclusion,," continued the
opinion, "is that all the facts of the

have been appealing to the governor
to take a hand in the matter. T' '
Reports that the governor has been
asked to order out. the national guard
"were in circulation this morning, but
as this is the customary rumor when
there is any trouble in the territory,
even in the shape of kidnaping, little
attention is given to it.
For the Treasury.
was defeated.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
Ballots to Be Returned. ' " ''
from
has received the sum of $8,639.52
The
amendment to the house bill
J. A. Baird, treasurer of Otero coun- - provides for the return of ballots used
-.
in voting on amendments to the New
:
Big Demand for Publication.
Mexico constitution, whether they are
f Territorial Engineer C. D. Miller's used or not. The object of the propublication on Good Roads has been vision is to prevent repeating.
in great demand and the big stack of
Taft and "Cameron Turned Down.
Delegate" Cameron's suggestion for
copies in the engineer's office has
dwindled down until only a few an amendment of the Arizona constitution so as to eliminate the provision
copies are left.
for the recall of judges failed to
' Installed Gages.
receive any consideration. The sugHydrographer G. H. Russell has re- gestion was regarded as beyond the
turned from the Rio Grande station power
of the committee.
where he transferred the automatic
If the senate accepts the house resogages to the Fresnal , Hydrographlc lution and it becomes a law, the peo
Survey near Alamagordo, as automat- ple of the two territories will be asic gages of a new type will be placed sured of statehood.
at the Rio Puerco station.
Smith is Optimistic.
A Good Bill.
The
of the portions
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P. of the two constitutions is intended
Gable has received from Representa- only to give the voters another op
tive D. R. Anthony of Kansas, a copy portunity to say whether in the case
of the bill Mr. Anthony introduced in of Arizona they desire dhe "right to
the house to protect migratory wild recallibeir judges and in that of New
fowl in the United States. The first Mexico, whether ' they are satisfied
'rea"Be it with the strict provisions
against case considered in their natural,
clause of this act reads:
and
givand
sonable'
aspect
practical
amendments.
It is provided that
enacted by the Senate and House of
en their appropriate relative signifiwhatever
the
the
instruments
vote,
United
States
of
the
Representatives
cance, do not make the Union' Pacific
of America in Congress assembled shall become effective.
a substantial competitor for transof
Alden
Chairman
William
Smith
that it shall be unlawful for any percontinental business with the South
the
committee
senate
believes
the
will
son to kill or capture any wild goose,
ern, pacific in or prior to the year
'v. V
wild swan, rrtld pelican, wild crane, act before adjournment.
1901."
" Bailey Will
Arizona.
wild duck, snipe, plover, woodcock or
Fight
court held that the investment
The
to
the
Mexican.
New
rail from January 10 to August 15 in- Special
of the Harriman lines in the Santa Fe
Washington, D. C, June 24. The was not for
clusive, each year."
acquiring control and that
This act is to apply to all migra- senate committee on territories agreed if it was for obtaining information
on
a
Flood
house
the
report
amending
tory game birds whose habitat is not
concerning the operation of a great
fixed but is of a migratory or inter- resolution No. 14, to the extent that competitor they chose a lawful way
each
voter
without request must be
state character. .
a separate ballot containing for doing it.
Mr. Gable says he thinks the bill a handed
"The conclusions of fact dispose
wise one for heretofore the people of the proposed amendment to the New of this case," the opinion concluded,
Mexico constitution. Thus amended,
each state have disregarded the rights the recommendation was
without the necessity of determining
unanimous the
much debated in brief
of these water fowl who fly from state
that the resolution pass the senate. and question of whether
to state and ivlr. Anthony wishes to The
holding conargument
motion to strike Arizona from
protect them the same as birds less the resolution was lost by a vote of trol of the Southern Pacific Company
stock of individual own
nomadic in habits, are protected. ;
3 to 6.
The resolution was then or- by purchasing
could in any view of - the case
dered reported, Senators Nelson, Burn-ha- ers,
law.
have contravened the anti-truCOLORADO FACTORIES
and Lippet reserving the right Of the facts of this case with all their
IN BIG COMBINATION. to make a
minority report. Senator reasonable and fair lnfe(rence we
Bailey announces that he will speak conclude that the government has
Inside Information as to Beet Sugar against the initiative, referendum and
failed to substantiate the averments
Trust That Has Ostracized
recall in Arizona, but will not filibusof its bill.
New Mexico.
ter against New Mexico's admission.
The bill must be dismissed and a
Indications for statehood are more decree will be entered to that effect.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican; favorable than ever before and the
Condition Improved.
Washington, D. C, June 24. In the New Mexico contingent here is optiTheir physical condition has been
tesmistic
and joyful.
sugar trust investigation it was
vastly improved and their efficiency
tified today that the companies in the
for public service," as well as for priGreat Western group were located at TIFF BETWEEN COUNSEL
vate profit, has been' greatly en
AND JUDGE AT DENVER. hanced.
Greeley, Eaton, Longmont, Loveland,
.
;
Windsor, Fort Collins, Sterling, Brush,
The whole proof taken together, we
Fort Morgan, ail in Colorado, with fac Only Sensational Feature in Today's think, fails to disclose any conspiracy
tories at Billings, Montana, and Scotts y Session of the Trial of Frank
to restrain interstate or foreign com.
Bluff, Nebraska.
Henwood,
merce in violation of the first section
Wire to New Mexican) of the act.
The last of these the government (By SpecialJ-eaa- e
v . ;
claims, were erected to forestall erecDenver, Colo., June 24. After a
Shippers Made No Complaint.
tion of sugar plants by interests inde- brief examination of only two wit
St. Louis, June 24. The merger, ac
pendent of the Great Western Sugar nesses the trial of Frank H. Henwood cording to the court, did not cause a
for
the murder of George E. Cope-lanCompany and of the Havemeyers. The
in rates, no complaints of dis
was adjourned today, until Mon- change
amalgamation of these companies, Mr.
crimination and no conspiracy. Con
'.
Morey testified, was proposed first by day.
curring in these features, the opinj The brief session
was notable io'r ion
himself, and associates in Colorado,
reads: "The proof shows that afa
Whitand after directors In many of the sharp exchange between Judge
ter 1901, as well as before the rates
"
ford
and John T.' Bottom, the attor- for
traffic were the
companies had approved the plan. He
...
,
went to New York and took up the ney for Henwood.
same over both the Union Pacific and
The latter, in questioning a bell Southern Pacific lines. There has
matter with H. O. Havemeyer.
"How much of the Great Western: boy of the Brown Palace hotel, had since then been with respect to either
stock does the American Company again sought to bring out evidence of of these lines, no impairment of servnow own?" asked Representative Nal-b- a threatening attitude upon the part ice, no discontinuance of efforts to
of S. Louis Von Phul in advance of
satisfy the public, and no complaints
the shooting of Von Phul and
"Thirty-thre- e
of shippers of any inferior orjnade-quat- e
- per cent."
Henwood. The bell boy had
"How much is owned by the Haveservice.
said that Von Phul was partly facing
"On the contrary, hundreds of milstate?"
meyer
Henwood when the court, ruled that lions of dollars have since 1901 been
"Thirty-fiv- e
per cent is controlled this
testimony did. not show an atti- expended on these roads.
v:
by the Havemeyer estate."
tude sufficiently threatening to warHook's Dissenting Opinion.
"Then the representative of Mr.
'
'
rant the shooting.
St.
Mo., June 24 Judge Hook
Havemewer's estate and the American
In' the colloquy, Attorney Bottom in hisLouis,
opinion, refers to the
dissenting
Sugar Refining Company control a
finally exclaimed: "I object to the remajority of Western Sugar stock?'. I marks of the court In the presence of government's complaint of unlawful
contract in restraint of trade betwen
"Yes, that is correct"
V ' .. the Jury."
the Southern Pacific and the Union
'
"And I object to the remarks of
Morey. on Stand.
Pacific railroads, thus destroying or
the
counsel," replied Judge Whitford,
Washington, D. C, June 24. ChesHe says the
ter S. Morey of Denver, who succeed- who finally ordered the attorney ; to suppressing competition.
combination was effected by the pur
ed H. O. Havemeyer, as president of take 'his seat.;..;'..'
Union Pacifio of part of
Attorney Bottom has thus far been chase by the
the Great Western Sugar Company,
of the Southern Pacifio
the
stock
In
frustrated
his
to
Mr.
efforts
Introduce road.
upon
Havemeyer's death, resumJudge Hook says there is no
ed the witness stand stand today be- testimony that would show Von Phul
had
threatened Henwood. in advance, substantial difference between the
fore the house sugar trust committee
on which win hinge the appearance of holding of the corporate stock of two
of inquiry.
companies by a third, such . as was
Mr. Morey was interrogated as to Mrs. springer as a witness.
condemned
in the Northern Securithe details of the organization in 1905
Fifty-Eigof Mosby's Men Killed. ties case and the holding by one of
of the tJreat Western Sugar ComSan Diego, Calif., June 24. The these, two in the stock of another.
pany, which is an amalgamation of
He says: "It would be Idle to hold
Colorado beet, sugar, factories. The losses or Mosby's men in the Tla
that
while two competing railroad
Juana
American Sugar Refining
were
fight
much
Thursday
Company
financed many of the smaller factories heavier than first reports indicated. companies cannot lawfully submit to
and in the organization of tfie consol- Celso Vega, in command of the feder- a common control through & separ
idated company, now capitalized at al troops, reported that his men bur- ate stock holding organisation they
130,000,000 acquired a majority of the led 31 bodies yesterday and that
tn.
'
tfll Of 58 have been found
Stock.
'
(Continued on Page
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
A great
Denver, Colo., June 24.
glanite monument surmounted and
surrounded by bronze figures and
groups, was unveiled here today in
memory of the pioneers who
years ago in their search for
gold camped on the present site of

Gerard C. Gignoux, son of a New
(Bv SDPdal Teased Wire to'cw Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 24. The York financier, graduate of Groton
fecope of the Lorimer investigation School and Harvard University; arwas materially widened today when chaeologist, cgyptologist, and Swiss
mountain
successful explor
the senate investigating committee er of the climber;
Sahara desert and traveler
decided to allow Lorimer's counsel to of note; student of many modern and
question the motives which might several ancient and "exact" languages
have prompted any official of the In including Greek, Sancrit and Kgyp-tiaetc., etc., has come to Santa Fe
ternational Harvester Company "to
some of Its antiquities.
to
study
advanceoppose Lorimer's political
Mr, Gignoux Is a Tesident of Great
ment.
This
counsel
gave Loiimer's
" 3 ' .'
'
Neck, near the historic city of Flushall the latitude they desired in at ing, Long Island an- - he is a guest of
h
.,
'"'J' r' t
tacking the statement of General Bronson M. Cutting, his "companero"
Manager Clarence S. Funk, of the In at Harvard, and on a journey many
ternational Harvester Company, that hundred miles down the Nile.
i
4
Edward Hines of Chicago, had asked
"Are you aware that we have at the
,
?.;
that company to contribute $10,000 on ciifN dwellings a sphinx much older
account of Lorimer's election expen- than the over-rate( I '
creature In Egypt"
ses..
,
said the representative of the New
Attorney Hanecy for Mr. Lorimet Mexican.
referred to the statement as a "crea ; Mr. Gignoux smiled, and paused beV
tion."
:
fore answering.
Finally be said:
The attorney further said he de- "Far be it from me to diminish the
sired to show that there were reports glory of your
antiquities, for I have
that Senator Lorimer was not only read Miss Agnes
C. Laut's illuminat
to
the International but that
opposed
in the Saturday Evening
article
ing
he was the moving spirit behind tax
Post and in many of her statements
proceedings as a result of which the I
agree with her.. But that you have
members of the McCormick family,
a sphinx much older than the famous
who were interested in the Harvester
at Gizeh, I greatly
Company, were subjected to an in Egyptian sphinx
crease in taxes from $8,000 or $9,000 doubt. Still, that is a matter for discussion.. Certain it is, Santa Fe and
to $500,000.
"I do not think Senator Lorimer the Southwest should be seen before
one goes abroad."
Kit Carson, the Great "New" Mexico had anything to do with it," said
Mr. Gignoux is greatly interested
Mr. Hanecy, but his friends may have.
Scout,
and it was reported Lorimer was be- - in the history of Santa Fe and was a
caller yesterday on Governor and Mrs.
ind it."
Herman H. Kohlsaat, editor and Bradford Prince, who reside part of
Denver. Green Russel and his party publisher of the Chicago Record-He- r
each year at Flushing, near his own
found gold and started a human flood ald, was the second witness of today. birthplace.
Mr. Gignoux spent hours
from the east and south into the Under examination by Attorney John going over the many curios in Gover"Pikes Peak country." The monument H. Marble, Mr. Kohlsaat gave his nor and Mrs. Prince's museum, and
is surmounted by a heroic statue of opinion of Senator Lorimer.
said they have one of the most interKit Carson, mounted and pointing onA Dual Character.
esting private collections to be seen
ward. A bronze group all of which
"He is a dual character," declared In the Southwest or anywhere.
are the work of Frederick MacMon-nies- , Mr. Kohlsaat, "In his private life I
Is a Great Traveler.
representing "The Trapper and admire him. He has beautiful chilMr. Gignoux is still under 30 years
Hunter," "The Miner and Prospector," dren and his home life is ideal. But
and "The Pioneer Mother," surround I have always opposed Lorimerjsm." of age, but he has travelled much and
the base of the monument.
''What is Loriraerism?" asked Sen studied more. He was a member of
the party which went up the Nile in a
Miss Leona Wood, granddaughter of ator Kern.
private yacht which Included Bronson
Kit Carson, pulled, th cord that re"It is an affiliation and
leased the draperies from the bronze tion and cohesion of Democrats and Cutting, his 'brother-- , Bayward Cut
figures.' Governor Shafroth delivered Republicans for party pelf for priv ting of the diplomatic service; Gordon
the principal address.
Gardner, the military expert and
i
ate pelf.""
Mr. Kohlsaat declared that former strategist; Dr. Frederick M. Bishop,
President Roosevelt's refusal to at- the distinguished London physician
tend the Hamilton Club dinner last and playwright; Lord and Lady Desert
DAY
daughter, Lady Sibyl Cut
year if Senator Lorimer was to be and their
sister-in-laof Bronson Cutting,
present, was the outcome of the dis ting,
closure to him by the witness of the and many others.
Reads Hieroglyphics.
alleged request for contributions to
AND
Mr. Gignoux explored the temples
reimburse those who raised the Loriand kings' tombs at Thebes, and his
mer ejection fund.
Roosevelt Had Been Posted.
knowledge of hieroglyphics aided him
Seventeen Nations Repre-resente- d Washington, D. C, June 24 That much in his studies. He later made a
daring caravan trip In the Sahara des
in Navai Review Colonel Roosevelt has known since ert
to Semah, and battled with the
last fall the entire story of how
early
off Spithead To-da- y
Edward Hines is alleged to have ask- great sand storms which try the hard
ed Clarence S. Funk, general manager iest traveler.
He was prominent as a mountain
of the International Harveser ComDELAWARE LARGEST SHIPTHERE pany for a $10,000 contribution to a climber, ascending the Dolomites in
$100,000 fund "used to put Larimer Tyrol. These peaks assume the most
across at Springfield," was testified fantastic forms and are much fre
Magnificent Pageant Covered to today before the Senate Lorimer quented by travelers every summer.
Never having seen an Indian dance,
committee by Herman N. Kohlsaat,
Eight Square Miles of
publisher of the Chicago Record Her- Mr. Gignoux was taken by Dr. Bishop
British Channel.
ald. Mr. Kohlsaat told the story to to the San Juan Pueblo this morning
Colonel Roosevelt
just before the In Mr. Cutting's car and there he will
(By Special Loased Wire to Xew Mexican) Hamilton Club dinner at
Chicago, see a type of men and women rival
Portsmouth, Eng., June 24. This which Roosevelt refused to attend un- ling in physical endurance the Nubian
was the day of ships and sailors. The til Lorimer's invitation was with- princes and princesses he saw on his
king and queen and the foreign rep drawn. It was upon this information, caravan trip.
resentatives at the coronation left the Mr. Kohlsaat said, that the former
capital and came here for the geat president based his action in declin- WILEY WILL INVESTIGATE
naval review off Spithead. Fine ing to sit at the same table with the
LAGER AND BUCK BEER.
weather put the finishing touches on Illinois senator.
one of the most magnificent displays
Mr. Kohlsaat further testified that Brewers Are to Be Grilled to Discov
of the week. Seventeen nations were he had written an account of
er Whether Their Labels Are
the conrepresented in the vessels moored in versation between himself and Funk
Misleading.
in
road
the
channel,
English
Spithead
but without mentioning Funk's name,
of
the'
and
mainland
Isle
between the
to Senator's LaFollette and Root.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Wight.
was done at the request of
This
Washington. D. C. June 24. The
Of the number, ten were battle ships
Walter L. Fisher, now secretary of beer industry of the United States is
of the dreadnaught class from the
to undergo a searching inquiry at the
the interior and others.
, .
British navy, and one visiting
hands of the board of food and drug
Root
"Senator
me
wrote
in
reply,''
der
Von
the German ship
Dr. H. W. Wilev. chief
inspection.
said
the
and
me
thanked
for
witness,
armTann. First, however, in size and
chemist of the department of agricul
information.
the
He
said
It
had
ament, was the American battleship
greatly influenced him in making his ture, and chairman of the board, has
Delaware.
speech against Lorimer on the floor given notice of a general hearing on
official
to
the
represenaddition
In
beer in this city on July 31. Dr.
of
the Senate,"
naseventeen
tatives of the
visiting
has formulated a formidable
"What"
exclaimed
Senator
Gamble, Wiley
tions there were secondary vessels
of
list
questions. One of the points
"do
mean
to
you
say that senators
from Japan, Italy and Chile.
upon which the board desires lieht is
Various types of warships added to were influenced in arriving at their the meaning of the terms
"Lager," and
by matters not in evidence?"
the British units of dreadnaughts, and decision
"Bock" as applied to beer.
' i did not discuss that
with
the
total British
question
invinclbles made
If any domestic brews of beer. ale.
Senator Root," replied Mr. Kohlsaat.
contingent 1.70 ships.
or stout are masaueradlne un
porter
The witness said that Senator LaAll the vessels In the roadstead, inder the names of foreign products the
ex- Follette tried very hard to get him to
and
the
warships
foreign
cluding
board is likely to find It out.
cursion steamers with spectators come to Washington to tell about the
even
to
were moored in lines supplemented conversation,
threatening
MEDICOS DISCUSS CRIME,
after him.
by shorter lines of submarines and send a sergeant-at-arm- s
SUICIDE AND EUGENICS.
torpedo boats. The fleet occupied an Mr. Kohlsaat said that besides Colonel Roosevelt he had only divulged
area of about eight square miles.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Mr. Funk's name In connection with
Los Angeles. Calif.. June 24. The
OF
PRESIDENT
INGWERSON
the conversation to Victor S. Lawson, business session of the thlrtv.aivth
LIVE STOCK EXCHANGE. and to Mrs. Kohlsaat.
annual meeting of the American academy of medicine, began here today,
Go
to
Is
to
Convention
Next National
XSt XX X 3C3SXSX
x x preliminary to the American Medical
X DE VARGAS PROCESSION
X Association's
Portland, Oregon, According
convention, which will
X ...
to Officers.
2:30 P. M. TOMORROW. X open Monday.
.
x
X
of various officers and
Reports
At 2:30 o'clock tomorrow aft-- X committees occupied the morning ses(By Special lxwsed Wire to New Mexican) X
ex24.
Is
June
It
X ernoon the famous De Vargas X sion. This afternoon was devoted to
Sioux City, Iowa,
pected that E. W. Ingwerson of Chi- X procession will take place from X a discussion of the orevalence nf
tfo
Rsarto X crime and suicide and the responsibili
cago, first vice president of the Na- X the Cathedral
tional Live Stock Exchange will be X chapel, going by way of San X ty of newspapers and morbid' llterair
elected president at this afternoon's X. Francisco street and returning X workers therefor.
session. The next convention will go X by Johnson street and West X
Eugenics and hygiene - in nubileX schools also were topie
to Portland, Oregon, according to of- X Palace avenue.
discussed
ficers of the organization.
during the first openjmeetlng at noon
fifty-thre- e
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The route that DeVargas covered
from the battlefield west of Santa Fe
in that memorable
jo the Old Palace
September, 1CS2, when he recaptur
ed this city from the Pueblo Indians
after they had held it twelve years,
is to bp closely followed by the De
Vargas pageant on the forenoon of
July 4, previous to the grand parade
of which the pageant will form a

i

part.

J

Don Diego de Vargas Zapata Lujan Ponce de Leon, will
'meet his brilliant retinue
dressed
in the splendor of that period at d
a. in., at the historic Rosario Chapel
in Rosario Cemetery adjoining
the
National Cemetery, and will march
up Rosario street to Catron street
thence east along Catron street to
Federal street to Lincoln avenue,
thence to San Franciso street to
Seligman street to Palace avenue,
thence west to the Old Governor's
Palace in front of which De Vargas
will be greeted' by the Indian chieftains and their followers.
At this point a cross will be erected .under the shadow of which De
Vargas, after dismounting, will formally take possession of the city. He
will read the proclamation issued in
1692 by De Vargas and of which Hon.
B. M. Read, the historian, has furnished a copy.
Every effort is being made to have
the pageant historically correct, to
follow the costumes of that period to
the minutest detail and to reproduce
faithfully as far as possible the scene
of that September day 213 years ago
when the coming of DeVargas

i

1 i
i

V

i
,
-

t

Spanish domain over the
Southwest.
After the pageant, the cavalcade
will take its position in the grand
parade which will include fifty or
more automobiles, many of them decorated with flags and bunting or
with flowers. announced
Hon.
As has been
George W. Armijo will represent De
Vargas. His costume, his trappings,
his noble charger,- the silver saddle,
a noteall will unite in producing
worthy figure. Some .hundred Pueblo
Indians, desecendants of those who
ruled in Santa Fe from 1680 to 1692,
will take part in the pageant and
have promised to come in their most
The retinue of
brilliant war array.
Don DeVargas will include" the members of the Americana Hispana
Altogether it will be a brilliant display that will reflect glory on
Santa Fe and will establish a foundation for a pageant each year that will
make the old town famous the world
.

a.

over.

"
Yesterday afternoon the principal
participants had ax practice march
and report that everything is now
ready for the final demonstration.

TAFT STANDS
PAT ON RECIPROCITY.
(By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican)
PRESIDENT

Washington, June 24. It became
at the capitol today that President Taft, talking over the long distance telephone from Providence last
night, repeated to several senators his
determination to veto the Canadian
reciprocity bill In cafe any amendknown

ment Is added to t.
Senators accept the president's ulti
matum on reciprocity as applicable to
modifications which might be made
at the instance of Republicans as well
.
as Democrats.
Will Be Taken Into Courts.
The ultimatum over telephone by
President Taft is taken to include

f

:

I

,

t

.

.

amendments originatlng-othe Repub
lican side as well as among the Demon

-

crats.
Many senators have received tele
grams and letters announcing a pur
pose on the pa.t of the farmers to
test the constitutionality of the proposed reciprocity law If it receives
s
less than a
majority In the
Senate. This position s taken on the
ground that as the bill carried Into effect the provisions of a treaty, It
should reeeive the vote in the Senate
necessary to render a treaty effective.
The friends of the measure do not
concede the point but they are claim-in- g
two-third-

the

two-third-

NITROGEN FACTORY BLOWS
UP IN GERMANY.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican I
Munich, Bavaria. June 24. A far--.

tory at Trostberg, employed in recov.
ering nitrogen from the atmosphere,
was destroyed today by a terrific ex- plosion originatine from some
un
known cause in a reservoir containing
supplies. So far as known, three lives
were lost and six other persons were

?

'
4

I

dangerously injured.
s

TWO MINERS BURNED
TO DEATH AT LEADVILLE.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Leadville,. Colo., June 24. Patrick
Ryan, and Patrick Rrnwn. wh min.
ers, were burned to death early this
morning, when the Free Coinage
House; a boardine house, nccuninif
largely by miners here, burned. Two

U

il
.

'J

outer men are missing.
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A BALLAD OF MIDSUMMER.
(him J100 he failed to reply and she
The rose still blooms within the dipt has not heard from him since. She Cross, Sick Children
has been earning her living by working
parterre
Will Take
at the Harvey house and sent hei'
A boon to lovers; still the south
winds sigh;
savings to her husband. Jose N. Tana
There is a sense ot languor in the air; of Sandoval county, was granted a It is Cruel and Needless to Force a
Each croons the cuckoo where the divorce from Dolores Salazar Tana.
Feverish, Irritable Child to
orchards lie
Take a Nauseating Dose
High Water in Rio Grande.
of OH.
Aswoon in dreams from morn to melThe continuous high water in the
low morn;
Look back at your childhood days.
The wheat Is golden 'neath a gold- - Rio Grande thus far this year has
resulted in considerable erosion on Remember the physic that mother inblue sky,
DENVER BREAD
And hopes of harvest kindle in the larms in uona Ana county ana larm- sisted on once in a while castor oil,
UtJCIl CUII11?UCU tU UU11U
salts or cathartics. How you hated
QOrn.
IIS
rap work between Anthony and Rin- - them. How you fought against taking
I
them. How you dreaded their afterThe thrush at twilight weaves a sil- con.
effects. That was all wrong, but then
ver snare
Lovelorn Man in Trouble.
nobody knew better.
Of song that quavers till the moon
With your children it's different
All because she refused to marry
is high;
They belong to the day of the gentle
There is an orient altar everywhere; him and married a man named
Instead, has brought a heap in medicine. The day of harsh physEach hour that passes seems too
of trouble to Joseph Masten of Ros- ics is over. We don't force the bowels
sweet to die;
The shrill cicada sounds its sudden well, who was fined $3 for asaulting now; we coax them. We have no
And the dose
Mrs. Stella McCleilan, and is charged dreaded
cry
In the hot bush, then leaves the si- now with sending her a letter threat- is a candy tablet
Mothers who cling to the old form
ening to kill her. He is also charglence lorn;
of physic simply don't know
what
ed
a
with
weapon.
deadly
carrying
amber
An
ripple runs along the rye.
they do. The children's revolt is well
Last Stand of Booze.
While hopes of harvest kindle in the
The last stand of the saloon ad- founded. Their tender bowels are
corn.
vocates In the lower Pecos valley is harmed by them. The modern way is
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
an injunction suit brought in the dist- to give a gentle laxative, and to give
The mountains call us, stair on stately
rict court by P. C. Jacoby, the pro- it more frequently. To keep the
stair;
prietor of the saloon at Dexter, to pre- bowels always active. The bes'
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES,
WE GIVE REGISTER
The glades invite us; we are fain vent
One-hal- f
a
the village trustees from inter- method is Cascarets.
to fly,
is the tablet, as often as needed, does more
business.
It
with
his
fering
behind
the thralling bonds of last saloon that is left in the lower than anything else to keep a child
Leaving
care,
well. Keep a 10 cent box at home
Pecos valley.
(Each hour that passes seems too Old Albuquerque
Eliminates Red always. They are best for mamma
sweet to die.)
and daddy, too.
Light.
Forgetful of the web of ashen ply
Old Albuquerque has Joined with
To toil whereat were weary mortals the
The sermon at
City of Albuquerque to drive out Concerning Man."
born,
the red light. The Bernalillo county the Presbyterian church will be
Grasping the meed the darker days authorities, too, are determined that preached by the pastor of the MethoEXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
deny
driven out of Albu dist church. B. F. Summers, pastor.
the
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES How hopes of harvest kindle in the querque shall not make its home
corn.
anywhere else in the county but must
Envoy.
proceed on to Santa Fe aud other
Love, let us share its glamour, you cities where the people will permit
EDITORIAL
FLUSHES
and I.
them to ply their nefarious business.
Each passing hour that seems too
Lucky Bill.
sweet to die!
President Taft has been invited to
Oh, You Gloomy!
Life is at floodtide, or no glory shorn, Visit TJbly, Mich., by John Lusk, proEvery once so often the New Mexi
PHONE 191 BLACK
When hopes of harvest kindle in the prietor and editor of the TJbly Cour- can comes out as it did yesterday
corn.
ier. Lusk in writing to the President about some eastern senator or repre
Clinton Scollard in the Columbian. pointed out that when Mr. Taft was sentative being New Mexico's "devota "cub reporter" on the Cincinnati ed friend." A short time ego it was
Gazette at $12 per week Lusk was Penrose, now it is Mr. Willis Probgetting $25 on the same newspaper. ably if we wait a few more weeks,
AROUND THE STATE
comes
Lusk was an editor then. He was a months or years the New Mexican
printer. In the last issue of his paper may discover
"devoted
need
enough
Lusk says: "After all, we don't know friends'1 nf Washington in hnnnh nn
Typhoid at Roswell.
on
us
whether Taft has much
if it' nd ive
statehood. As the matter
Miss Grace Wagner, aged 17 years, wasn't for the rheumatism
stands now our devoted friends are not
died this week at Roswell of typhoid
Grant Case Decided.
cutting much ice.
en fever.
Judge Ira A. Abbott decided the From what we can learn of New
Mexico's "devoted friends" they could
case of E. Holmes and Alfred N.
Chavez in Trouble.
against forty decedents of Ig- - have served New Mexico best by tak- Ambrosio Chavez is in jail in Albu
for the Ignacio Chavez ing a pleasure trip to the coronation
querque charged with indecent ex nacio Chavez,
grant of 42.000 acres on the Rio in London or a tour of inspection
posure.
power.
Puerco in Sandoval and McKinley along the nile green Nile; from a
The court gives to the de-- tance tney coud really do us some
You
Arm Caught in Mowing Sickle.
to the agri-- . g00d the greater the distance the
Cruz Gabaldon had his arm cut off fendants fee simple title
at
lands
cultural
Guadalupe
somegreater g00(j Raton Range.
in a mowing sickle near Hatch, Dona
2,000 acres, and also decided that the "
Ana county.
"
public roads and ditches are to remain
ui
ul ioksuu,
Dl"
that
hut
unmolested
the
remaining
FRANK
GORMLEY,
Indicted for Murder.
Lucas county. ss.
are
the
in
lands
plaintiffs.
Gregorio Kanetria and Marguerito
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Phone Black 6619
Santa Fe, N. M.
Perrel were indicted at El, Paso on
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
the charge of murdering Juan
Foley Kidney Pills contain Just the Cheney & Co., doing business in the
Ingredients necessary to regulate an! City of Toledo, County and State afore
strengthen the action of .he kidneys said, and that said firm will pay the
To Extend Forest Boundaries.
and bladder. Try them yoursel! For gum 0f one HUNDRED DOLLARS for
An area of 121,120 acres is to be sale by all druggists.
each and every case of Catarrh that
added to the Carson forest in Taos
cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
.i
and Rio Arriba counties..
Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Addition to St. Anthony's.
AHHWIhULMLII
Sworn to before me and subscribed
The contract for a $25,000 addition
i
in my presence, this 6th day of Decem
to St. Anthony's sanitarium at Las
ber, A. D. 1886.
Cathedral,
A. W. GLEASON,
Vegas has been awarded to ContracFirst mass at 6 o'clock a. m. Second
tor J. K. Martin.
Notary Public,
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
mass at 9:30. Sermon in English. (Seal)
Kail's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
10.30.
Third mass at
Sermon in Span- ally and acts directly on the blood and
4LFaLFA SEED. AH kinds of flowers, g ardeo & field seeds in bulk and package
Married on the Q.T.
6:30 mucous surfaces of
the system. Send
Friends have just discovered that J. ish. Rosary and Benediction at
m. Devotions.
for testimonials free.
D. Skinner and Miss Clare Sullivan, a p.
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
De Vargas Procession at 2:30
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
trained nurse, were married on June
p m.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
3 at Albuquerque.
Lady of Guadalupe,
Take Hall's Family pills for constlFirst mass 6 a. m. Second mass pation
Wife Beater Given Sixty Days.
9:30 a. m.
Phone Black
Phone Black
Cesario Maldonado was given sixty (high)r.hurr.h nf the Hnlv Faith.
days in jail for beating his wife while
Second
after Trinity junei
he was drunk. Maldonado denied that 25th, 1911. Sunday
H. KERR
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
he was married to the woman.
Morning prayer and sermon 11 a. m.
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
F. W. PRATT, Priest in Charge.
Phone us, we will be glad to call tor
Sudden Death of Pioneer.
First Presbyterian.
your laundry on Mondays and TuesMrs. W. H. Coleman, an Albuquerue
B. Z. McCollough, minister.
days and deliver on Thursdays and
died
Duke
the
in
pioneer,
suddenly
Morning worship 11 o'clock. Theme Fridays.
City upon her return from Denver.
"Deep Wells." Evening worship 7:45.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
This service will be a union one with are mended and
buttons sewed en
Wreck
on
Colorado
Southern.
and
months.
hundreds
ten
have
of
Bros.
sermon
The
the Methodist people.
They
Chickering
shirts
extra charge.
without
your
New
in
satisfied
customers
Mexico
A wreck on the Colorado and will be preached in the Presbyterian
Bush and Lane.
Arizona.'
and
near
Southern
Sun- PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Union
Des
B.
F.
Moines,
Rev.
church
Summers.
by
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone county; this week, caused the detour- day, school 9:45.
Christian EndeavSchiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and! ing of trains over the Rocky Moun or 6:45 p. m.
prayers, WedVictor
terms win prove to prospective piano tain road to Raton and thence over nesday evening at 7:45. Come thou
n
the Santa Fe to Trinidad.
with us and we will do thee good."
buyers that the firm of
Milton and the World Famous Cecil Ian
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
Co. will meet every customer
Given Heavy Sentences.
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
St. John's M. E. Church.
La Salle Restaurant
other makes.
Luz Mendosa was given five years
Come to the services at St. John's
purchase of a piano a simple nd satThis firm has purchased over
isfactory business transaction, not on for highway robbery at El Paso, while Methodist Episcopal church tomorrow
CHAS. Q ANN, Prop.
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Estevan Griego was given three years morning. Sunday school at 9:45 a.
Lula Lee was given m. in charge of Dr.. C. O. Harrison,
for burglary.
Telephone 11.
LEARNARD-L1NDEMANN
CO.
two years for theft.
Provincio Lopez superintendent. Preaching at 11 a. m. Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
was fined $50 for theft.
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established WOO
by the pastor.
Subject, "Spiritual Regular Meals 25 Cents
Economy." Union service at the First
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
Short Order at all Hours
Newspapermen in Prizes,
Presbyterian church in the evening
BOARD
BY
THE WEEK $5.00
Egmont Ahrens of the Albuquerque at 7:45 p. m. Subject, "God's Purpose
Preach Noodle Order 20c a dish
Evening Herald, and Mrs. Roy Bedicheck of the Deming Headlight have
PAINS ALL OVER.
New York Chop Suey S0c.
won prizes offered by Colliers for the
Houston, Tex. ''For five years,"
best articles on the newspaper situa- says Mrs. L. Fulenchek, of this place,
"I suffered with pains all over, especition in New Mexico.
ally In my back and side, and was so
Fined for Assault
weak I could hardly do my houseA friend told me of Cardui.
Julian Cano was fined $5 and costs work.
at
for tearing Since taking it. I feel so much betAlbuquerque
yesterday
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
the shirt of Tim Connelly in a dis- - ter! Now I can do all my house- of building material
mine run coal
pute over a ditch. J. Mitchell wa3 work, and pains don't bother me any
Cardui is a strength-shoutin- g
arrested by the Duke City police ior more at all."
YARD ON EICK0X STREET, NEAR
in the streets at 1:30 a. m. building medicine.
Fifty years of Basket leaves
Monday and Tuesday
success has produced
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
amongst its
June Divorces Popular.
imany users, confidence In Cardui and "mras Thursday and Friday.
Ruth Browning has filed suit for what it will do.
' AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
During this time,
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
divorce at Albuquerque, against her Cardui has relieved the female
5JkjS. F. a. BROWN, AGENT
Alva Browning, a landscape ments of over a million women. Why
not yours? Try it todoy. Your drug- ,ied No. 23 Phone Red No. SS
painter, on the ground of
She said that the last time she sent gist sells it.

The Little Store

Established

'Cascaref

1856.

1903.

Incorporated

LADIES' AND MEN'S UNDERWEAR

MUNSING UNION SUITS

The Best Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

after-effect-

VI

CERY

C

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

Please and satisfy everybody! Buy them now! You
will like them. Keep cool in Munsing Wear !
MEN'S AND BOYS' B. V. D:'S PORUS KNIT UNDERWEAR,

Fine in Quality and Perfect Pitting, Durable and Elastic, All
in All Styles for All Ages.

Sizes

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.,

demi-mond- e

LOUIS

rv.

NAPOLEON

Groceries and Delicatessen

P.

O.

Box, 2

J

1

When the dry spell
this summer you will
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these
gines are not pumping they can be connected to
any other machine and will run it cheaper than
running it by hand
can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying

Gos-set-

t,

;

1

to the agent.

,

w

F.

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

PIH1PI UlflUIPCrKlU
HUSH

COME TO SEE US AND WE WILL SHOW YOU MANY CAMP
NECESSITIES.
HAVE YOU A STRONG KNIFE, A POCKET AXE OR WATERPROOF MATCHBOX?
BUY YOUR OWN GUN AND THINGS; DONT BORROW. f OUR LINE OF OUTING HARDWARE WILL MAKE YOU HAVE
A BULYY FINE TIME.

i

'

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
grain

'3
m
ill

if

PIAN05

Learnard-Llndeman-

45

SSN

W.

PIANOS

If Its Hardware We Have lb

Phone 14.

Santa

LEO HERSCH

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

eal

-

45

Phone 36

19.

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON

Phone

Wood

yanke:

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

14

Smithing Coal.

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T.A6.F. Depot.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

' Telephone 85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

n

Mid-wee- k

Jesse-Frenc-

i i--

f
51

Learnard-LIn-dema-

J

R.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD

Imperial Laundry

'

11'

,

For Best Laundry Work

'

A'

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

'

C AI

anl onimproTed City Properly,
fancies; Also a number of the finest

'iSPwed
and

9

WITH US

.

9

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.

Your

We offer you only the HIGHEST CLA55 OF GOODS whether It be seriously
needed DRUGS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
The quality we uphold. We use
the most careful methods in catering to your pleasure to make every deal a satisfactory one. ANY DRUG OR MEDICINE YOU, OET HERE 15 RIGHT, t : : : :

ARE

NOT

A

CUSTOMER HERE,

YOU

SHOULD

BE.

Orchards
Fruit and

Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley ith the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
Modern Residences for Rent.

R

103

M. JONES-

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

t,

IF YOU
1'

P
rUIi JiaLL
FOR

When in Need of Anything
in the LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Furnished.

Don Caspar Ave.

Zook's Pharmacy
Ph

one

213
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Francis Joseph may have a capital
visits Coombe hospital. Visit to Mary Moore.
of
influence in the foreign policy
Caesfrom
Mulius
scene
forum
The
GIVEN ZOO
Leopardstown racecourse. State banit being doubtful that he will
Europe,
FESTIVITIES
Herbert
sir
including
actors
the
quet at the castle. His Majesty after- ar,"
maintain the present attitude of subThe Froof That Santa Fe Rsader
wards holds a chapter of ' the order Beerbohm Tree and E. S. Willard.
mission
to f'.erniany. while his
Cannot Deny.
"The Critic," including George
of St. Patrick.
clericalism may revive in
PRESENT
Bourchier,
Cyril
Arthur
Alexander,
WILL CONTINUE July 11 The King inspects the Maude, Charles Hawtrey, Oscar As- ' Ixjss of Rome"
movethe
Austria
It i3 'the duty of eve-- y expectant
What could furnish stronger eviRoyal Irish constabulary at the Vicewith
a
cause
and
mother
to prepare her system for the
ment,
Italy,
Irrupture
dence ol the efficiency ol any remedy
Laurence
du
Maurier,
regal lodge and attends a review of che, Gerald
even the coming of her little one; to avoid as
which would not please
than the test of time? Thousands of
of
the
and
to
the
presentation
troops
mS!Royal Children Objected
Vatican, as Pope Pius X is averse to far as possible the suffering of such
people testify that Doan's KWaey Coronation Celebrations Will colors in Phoenix park. Garden party ill Ol IV
'
..ivuv,
to , pass
and endeavor
revive an Dccasions,
i any event which might
of
Zebra
Removal
Pills cure permanently.
Vanbrugh.
Violet
and
.
. ,
.,
Lions,
.
Elsie
.1.
i.
' , Hold Boards Far Into
at the castle n the evening.
" in which
Between cnurcn and state Tirougn ine crisis wun ncr ncaua
acute
stage
of
Home endorsement should prore un?
Vision
Delight,
"The
12 Their majesties leave DubBuffalo
and
she
This
July
and
mild
as
he
his
bv
nroved
in
ttalv.
unimpaired.
Strength
Patthis
remedy.
Mrs.
of
merit
Mrs.
the
seen
Langtry,
doubtedly
Next Month
lin and embark at Kingston on board will be
attitude in connection with the pres- may do through the use of Mother's
Tears ago your friends and neighbors
rick Campbell, Lena Ashwell, Ellis
the Victoria and Albert
Friend, a remedy that has been so
ent celebration of Italian unity.
derived
Gertrude j
Millard.
testified to the relief they had
Evelyn
Jeffreys,
UNITY
July 13 investiture 01 me rnuce
JUBILEE
Of
Vatican Reserved.
long in use, and accomplished so
Y
from the use of Doan's Kidney Pills, NAVAL REVIEW' HELD
.Marie
i.vi
.uuvi,
Kingston,
wui,
of Wales at Carnarvon.
of the Vatican towards much good, that it is in no sense an
attitude
The
testimonials,
their
D'Alroy,
Evelyn
confirm
now
They
July 14 The King opens the new Lillian Braithwaite,
the celebration of the Jubilee of Ital- experiment, but a preparation which
Lilah McCarthy, and Constance Col
They say time has completed tne tesi.
It
College at Bangor.
University
Beof
Excessive
Zeal
on
ian Tnity has been so far character always produces the best results.
ot
102
Bishops
other
number
leading
Mrs. Agrlpina D. de Gonzales,
Will Be Gala Per
15 The King lays the founda lier. A large
so
There
and
is
exeniul
for
penMonday
July
application
as,
most
a
reserve,
ized
dignified
by
half of Vatican Does Not
Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. M, says: "In
tion stone of the Welsh National li- actresses and singers will compose
formancss at Covent Garwhile it can not approve of manifesta- etrating in its nature as to thoroughly
the choruses.
tenthe Pope.
Please
September, 1906. I procured Doan's
at
Aberystwith.
brary
tions which commemorate the fall of lubricate every muscle, nerve and
backwill be
den Opera House.
"The National Anthem"
17 Royal visit to Edinburgh.
Kidney Pills and used them for
July
de- - don involved during the period Wore
not
doe3
it
Power,
the
Temporal
ache which had been a source of much
The King and Queen with the Prince sung by Miss Clara Butt.
comes, jr. aula nature by exThe King and Queen will be re- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) :'re that anything should be done ba'jy
annoyance. In the morning when I
London, June 24 The Impressive of Wales and Princess Mary arrive at
the skin and tissues, relieves
panding
of
which might embitter the relations
Rome, June 24 The celebration
arose my back was so lame and pain- ceremonies ..of coronation day have the Caledonian railroad station in ceived on their arrival at the theater
tenderness and soreness, and perfectly
of Italian Unity with the between Church
which
and
Jubilee
the
and
Sir
John
State,
I
knew
Tree
ful that I could hardly stoop.
ushered In a series of coronation Princess street at 6 p. m., where the by Sir Herbert
Exhibitions in Rome and in Turin, since the Pontificate of the' present prepares the system for natural and
e Hare, the latter of whom will remain
that my trouble was due to disordered events of almost daily occurrence for Duke of Connaugh awaits their
Mother's Friend
safe motherhood.
at their majesties' disposal through- has emphasized the strangeness of pope began, have been characterized has been used and endorsed by thounext month up to about July 21. rival.
kidneys and I was finally led to try
Ausand
which
by a spirit of mutual tolerance
out the evening as representative of the situation between Italy
Doan's Kidney Pills, by the good re- Beginning with the Naval Review at)
sands of mothers, and its use will
July isinspection of the King's the executive
Emperor Francis Joseph and in some cases has even reached
committee, which com- tria.
a comfort and a benefit to any
ports I heard about them. The con- Spithead today these coronation re-- bodveuard of Scotland
royal
(the
Government of the Dual MonarTherefore, the excessive zeal prove
tents of one box drove away all my ceptions and festivities keep the King rnmnnnv of archers) and nresenta- - prises the following well known mem the alone of all rulers
woman in need of such a remedy.
and
so
who
of
far
great
certain
Sir
chy,
Bishops,
being
ot the dramatic profesion:
Mother's Friend
pains and I am happy to state that my and Queen moving tnrougnoui
tion of colors by his Majesty at 10:30 bers
m.
Sir powers, have sent no representation from Rome have not. an exact grasp
chairman,
cure has been permanent."
The royal visit to Ireland
kingdom.
t he foiiow(i Dv Dresentation Charles Wyndham,
has
meet
to the Italian celebration and it
not
does
of
situation
the
here,
Cyril
Alexander,
SO
George
John
of
Hare,
For sale by all dealers. Price
from July 7 to 12, the investiture
ot tne "Reden(i0" and by the preseMaude. Charles Hawtrey. H. B. Irv- - been only in the most recalcitrant altogether with the approval of Ihe free book for
r a winds
iQ
- -- jj
k
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, nts Princo nt Wales at Carnarvon on x.n
manner that Austria has participated Vatican. During this year of Italian
moth- Ui
New Tork, sole agents for the United
f,
in the International Exhibition of Jubilee the Vatican has decided to expectant
some
are
w
rrom
ers, which conui
zi
"
land
States.
juiy it
cnli,jren's hospital at Bruntsfleld. Tne
was
the
she
of
Arts
all
while
Fine
kinds
here,
pilgrimages, tains much valuable Information.
suppress
y
Remember the name Doan's and the principal events.
King in the afternoon pays a visit to j reJflf entire grand tier of the house only nation which did not take part being Inspired by the same idea of
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first thirty students

A CHANCE FOR YOU TO

GET YOUR SCHOLARSHIP

edileo

FREE

E give each and every one of our students TEN PERCENT of all money paid
in bv students they help us to enroll. BE ONE AMONG Trib FIRST TO
GET BUSY. If you will buy your scholarship now, GET OUT AND GET BUSY
WITH YOUR FRIENDS have them enroll. YOU CAN MORE THAN PAY FOR
YOUR SCHOLARSHIP, even before we open the college.
We have seen this commission plan worked so successfully in other colleges that we know that in

W
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make more than their money back
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M. Davis, Rev. Samtu-Magill of the
Presbyterian church officiating,
Mrs. Francis C. Wilson entertained
j
at bridge Friday at her home on
Johnson street. There v, as also one
table at which the game of 500 was
played. The affair proved a very
enjoyable one and was largely attend- -

31.

I
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TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL 50,000.00

SOCIAL AN1 PERSONAL

SEE THAT SWELL

HOME INSTRUCTION.
ONE THIRD
"Him wuzza tootest
pec- ious lamb,
On Fancy Ribbons Flowers Veils
And him des a sweetest pittie-itti- e
ed.
This Month Only.
Mrs. J. Frank Curns will return
singie, yes him am,
Wis 'im tunnin, itsie footsie, an'' him home soon, after an absence of seve-- ;
'
ral weeks in Arizona. Mr. Curns left:
sayin'
Him was him muzzer's ownest lambiejfor I.amy on Xo 1 and will meet Mrs.
!
Curns there.
boysie cootosie-coo- !
!"
They will go to Santa
South-Eas- t
Corner Plaza
To this the baby listens by the hourJFe for & fbort visit before returning;
and day. and week
here. Va'gfcn Mound I'anta graph.
And yet his mother wonders why hei Dr. Frederick MV BiEhop of London,
doesn't learn to speak! "
and Gerard Gignoux of
ev York had come to bid welcome to Rev
Ladies' Home Journal
City, the guests of Branson M. Cut- - B. Z. McCulIoiigh and hrlde who
ting,-le- ft
this morning for the San' had come from Billings Moncmn t,i
J. W. Waffensmith of Esnauola,
Juan pueblo in Mr. Cutting's motor. make their future home with the resi-at the Sanitarium.
'dents of this ancient city, Mr. MoJ
They will return tnis evening.
W. McGinnis, a hat salesman ofj R. R. Urquhardt, a well known Cullough being the pastor-elec- t
of
Chicago, is at the Palace.
'Denver banker of Las Vegas, is in the First Preabvtprinn hmv.h
xviiss flime oieoeri oi AiDuquerque,", un
nis
Helen
noses, pink and fragrant both in.
city VLSiung
sister,
'
is a guest at the Sanitarium.
Rapp, the adopted daughter of Mr. side and outside of the hnn
fur
Ben Spitz, a jewelry salesman of and Mrs. I. H. Rapp, who celebrated nished the keynote for the docm-a- .
Kansas City, is at the Palace.
iher birthday anniversary this week.
Hons, in the dining room psnpplillv
Mrs. John Pflueger and son, Hansel
The two daughters of T. H. May - the garlands of daintv and bpi-- fr.o'n
Pflueger have gone to California for berry arrived in the city recently setting off the pink roses and the
a vacation.
jfrom Santa Fe, where they have been rosebuds which were twined In hhw.
H. E. Finney, piano tuner, arrived attending school and after spending knots of pink tulle. The appointments
lasc evening ana is calling on nis several aays nere ien. lor tne nome in or tne table, the delicious
refresh
the western part or tne county.- Mag-- ; ments, were all in keeping "with the1
the city.
customers,-iH. Pickett, the well known harness dalena Iews.
luiiujonuus aim me occasion ana tne
dealer,, has returned from a trip tO' Miss Helen Laughlin, the beautiful house seemed set for a Tune wpddin?
The heartiness with which Mr and
Albuquerque and points south.
daughter of Judge and Mrs. N. B.
TJ. S. Attorney for the Pueblo In-- ! Laughlin, returned home today from Mrs.
McCuIlough were greeted the'
dians F. C. Wilson has returned from Smith College where she has been, evident nlea
Tierra Amarilla where he attended studying for the past year. Miss Ruth McCuIlough to be in Santa Fe and '
court.
J
Lauehlin. her sister, is exneeted home the charm of his hrM oil MaMhnii
W. E. Cafcall, a prominent business this evening from Denver.
to make the reception an occasion:
man of Chicago, is visiting Mrs. Ca- Mrs. W. D. Hayes and son William of good cheer and social note.
in the receiving line besides Mr.
hajl, at their home on East Palace Danforth arrive tonight from Colorado
avenue.
Borings to snend the summer with Mr and Mrs. McCullonfrh. were Mrs
J. H. Herzstein," formerly of this and Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter, 405 East! Fie, (Judge MeFie having been
and now a clothing salesman Palace avenue.
and 'tained by court at Tierra AmarlllaK
Mr. Hayes
traveling out of Albuquerque, is at daughter Gretchen have gone east on! Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Bishop, Mr.
the Montezuma.
la visit to the parents of Mr. Hayes inland Mrs. R. J. Crichton. and Mr' and
!Mrs. A. R. McCaord, the gentlemen
Miss Edythe Hillyer of Austin, Vermont
members of the session, under
The-- marriage of Miss Maude
Texas, is visiting her cousins Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey E. Travis who lives at Ion and Carlos M. Creamer is an - whose auspices, assisted by the La
the Nusbaum residence,
nounced to take place at 10 o'clock ' dies' Ai(i Society, the reception was
Mrs. C. R. Shaoop of Racine, Wis., Thursday morning, June 29. in the ' given. Mrs. F. P. Crichton and Mrs.
ia expected to awive home shortly Cathedral of St. Francis. The Very Walter presided in the dining room
to visit Mrs. Frances Paddock, at her Rev. Antonio Fourchegu, vicar gen- - and were assisted by Mrs. Haynes,
home on East Palace avenue.
eral of the archdiocese of Santa Fe. MrS- - Sparks,. Mrs. Corrick, Mrs. Wood- ruff- Mrs' E- - C. Abbott, Mrs. Fischer,
Miss Kate Muller. a charming Santa will perform the weddine ceremnnv.
All evening long
Fe girl who now lives in Philadel-- !
L. W. Glassbrook and A. A. Toucheland Mrs- vlckRvphia, is visiting Miss Helen Laughlin, of Chicago, are at the Palace hotel. ' g.uests keDt coming and going, prac-witwhom she came home today.
They said they came all the way from tlca,1y al! the churches of the city
R. G. Byrd leaves on the 4 p. m. Chicago in a carriage
and would Deing rePresented among those who
called, giving evidence of a deslrnhle
train to meet his wife at Kansas City leave today for Albuquerque.
They
en route for the great lakes. They are on their way to the coast but will spirit of fraternity which animates the
new Santa Fe.
will visit friends in Canada on Lake likely trust their locomotion to
Mr. and Mrs. McCuIlough have tak
- '
roads after leaving ' AlbunuVraue
as
Hon. Malaquias Martinez, territorial they fear the desert country through en possession this week of the Manse
the First Presbyterian
adjoining
coal oil Inspector, member of the con- - Arizona.
stitutional convention and Republican1 The marriage of Jesse E. Mundell church on Grant avenue. They will
leader of Taos county, arrived in the to Zora May, daughter of Mr. and e at home t0 calIers tfo next Mon
city last night to attend a meeting of Mrs. George W. Lain, occurred in El day on.
the board of regents of the New Mex- - Paso on Tuesday, June 20.
Prof o
(Continued on Page 8.)
Normal School sor Mundell has been at the Agricul-a- t
El Rito.
jtural College for a number of years,
Many Santa Feans left this morning and has been assistant professor in
by motor for the Indian dances at San the department of animal husbandry
Juan pueblo. It is. estimated about: for the past two years. He has re-- a
The Pathway to the
dozen autos made the trip and the cently been given the position of
this morning was just right rector for the dry farms station at
j
to ult every one.
Dalhart, where he and his wife will
P. Davies is entertaining the make their future 'tome.
Is most frequently
Hon. Squire Harty, Jr.; prominent
Thirteen Card club this afternoon,
Besides the members of the club the merchant and wool dealer of Taos and
trodden by
guests are Mrs. W. rf. Hahn of Albu- - former delegate to the constitutional
scientific
querque, Miss Rugh of Pittsburg and convention is in the city on business
knowledge of mediwil1 leave for his home today.
Miss Josie Grimshaw of this city.
j and
cinal chemicals is
- At
Raton this week David Dwyer "Santa Fe is certainly on the right
Voorhees, son of Mr. and Mr$. A. C. Patn now," said Mr. Hartt as he
slight. The Drugwas married to Miss Marie ed some of the improvements which
gists themselves are
Davis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. O. are undr way, "and I hope to see the
largely depende.nt
day when Taos can say as much."
When asked about the new railroad
upon the manufacwhich is to be built through Taos Mr.
turer, for the quality
Hartt said: "It is all we need. As
of chemicals dissoon as we can get a railroad through
H:
KAUNE & GO. there, Taos will be one of the leading
pensed. For
commercial and agricultural valleys
we use
of the west. Construction on the
Chemicals
Squibbs
road will soon be started and the promoters want to complete It In time to
only, to Safeguard
carry some of the people who will go
our Customers as
'
to the
exposition at
well as Ourselves.
San Francisco." Mr. Hartt is looking
ft
f
very well and always enjoys a visit
and
Sweet.
Fine, Ripe
to the Capital City. He will come
down for the 4th of July celebration.
He is stopping at the home of his sis"Always Reliable"
ter, Mrs. V. L. Roberts of this city.
BRAWLEY VALLEY CANTALOUPES
DRUGGISTS
A
Fifteen Club.
The closing meeting of the Fifteen
Be
Phone 161 Night Phone Red 58
Club was held yesterday afternoon
with Mrs. Palen. The' guests of the
club were: Mrs. Lewis, Mrs. Matson,
HOOD RIVER
STRAWBERRIES. Mrs. Tyler, Mrs. and Miss Robinson,
Mrs. Crandali, Mrs. McChesney, Mrs.
McFie, Mrs. Rolls, Mrs. Arthur Sellg-man-,
Mrs. Theodore
Asplund, Mrs. CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
StaufTer, Mrs. Jones,' Mrs. E. C.
'
and Miss Church. The program
SIGN WRITING
consisted of quotations from all presCALIFORNIA STRAWBERRIES
ent; piano solo by Mrs. Matson. Mrs.
First Class Work Guaranteed
Walter read a story entitled "The
AND BLACKBERRIES
Happy Blind," Current Events closed
the program. Refreshments furnished by the club were served in the
LACASSAONE
PAVL
dining room where Mrs. Thomas serv309 San Francisco .
ed the ice cream and Mrs. Weltmer
poured the coffee. The decorations
Street
were yellow cactus and yellow
These were sent by Mrs. Boyle
an absent member, the yellow cactus
the flower of., the club. After
We always lead in our Fruit being
a social hour spent in ' the ' dining
and Vegetable Line. Always first room, the club adjourned to meet October 13. with Mrs. Xtughlln. ,
itsie-bitsi-
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Stomach Blood and
Liver Troubles
Much Sickness starts with weak stomach, and consequent
lack
poor, impoverished blood. Nervous and
good, rich, red blood. Their stomachs need invigorating
ior, after all, a man can be no stronger than bis stomach.
A remedy that makes the stomach strong and the liver
active, makes rich red blood and overcomes and drives
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tude of diseases.
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chimney as the men are coming in from the
fields, gives a pretty suggestion of a good supper and a comfortable home. But it also
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DlSCOVEBTf

Proper Washing and Treatment
at Birth Will Prevent
Loss of Vision-

.

disease-producin-

Get rid of your Stomach Weakness and
Liver Laziness by taking a course ot
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
the treat Stomach Restorative, Liver
Invliorator and Blood Gfeanser.
You can't afford to accept any medicine of unknown
composition as a substitute for "Golden Medical Discovery," which is a medicine of known composition, having

a complete list oi ingredients in plain English on its
same being attested as correct under oath.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellet regulate and Invigorate Stomach, Liver and Bowels,
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1

Tickets on Sale July

and

Return Limit, July

New
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Pi

co State

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS

ALBUQUERQUE,
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i

H October

9,10, 11,12, J,

'

Hotel Arrivals.

-y-

r

Sail Francisco , $ 45 . 2 0

RAILROADS

EXCURSION RATES

t,

Returning via Ogden, $56.50.
Returning via Portland, $62.50
.

Write

;

JOHN

well-bein- g

June 27 to July 5, Aug. 7 to II.
Los Angeles, Sari Diego, $35.20
v.;;

Jurist

August 14th to 17th.

to September 30th,

Portland, Seattle and Tacorrra,

EvoiyVcman

Direct Routes,

$4 1 .90
$55.00

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Stop-Ove-

Pi

1

mi

S. LUTZ, Agent.
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rOY SCOUTS OF

I am so pleased with it I shall take consent of their
STOPPED THOSE PAINS,
parents to make the
A Leading California
relieve a cold, as it has no nauseatDruggist
it with me on my vacation this sum- trip and they are enthusiastically at
Copper Hill, Va. Mrs. Ida Connor,
ing resu,,p and does not interfere
March 9, 1911.
Calif.,
Pasadtna,
mer to the Green Mountains, where work on the big raft. The craft will cf this
place, says: "For years I had
Kim is to Enlist One Million Youths I am sure it will
Yours very truly. C.
Foley and Co.,
Gentlemen:
We with digestion.
prove of great bene- be twelve feet wide and fourteen feet a pain in my right side, and I was
H. Ward Drug company, C. L. Parsons
Under Its Banners Teaching
as
a guide in studying Nature gifts long and will have a tent cabin for
fit
have
sold
and
recomended
sick
with
Foley's Secy, and Treas."
I
very
woman'.y troubles.
Universal Sign Language.
Get the original
to the woods.'
Honey and Tar Compound for years.
s'feping apartments. The boys will tried different doctors but could get
end
Foley's
Tar
Honey
Compound In
We
believe
it
to be one of the most
Gifford Pinchot of Washington, D. have plenty of provisions.
The trip no relief. I had given up all hope of
the yellow package.
The Boy Scouts of America are
FOR RENT Store room on lower efficient
For sale by all
"I have only had time to will take eleven boys. The youngsters ever getting well. I took Cardui, and
on the market.
writes:
expectorants
C,
learning a universal sign language
over it roughly, of course, but it expect to tie up at night at convenient it relieved the pain in my side, and Sen Francisco street. D. S. Lowitzki. Containing no opiates or narcotics it druggists.
and therefore, are developing the real go
seems
to children.
If you want
and I am delighted places. They anticipate a big lark. now I feel like a new person.
It is FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot- can be given
anything on
try
Esperanto. Under the guidance of to haveadmirable,
Enough of the remedy can be taken to
As "Tom Sawyer" the hero of one of a wonderful medicine." Many women
New
it."
Mex'can Want Ad.
Ernest Thompson Setoil, Chief Scout,
O.
Bath,
C.
tage.
Wat.
range,
light.
and discour- son & Co.
President Davis of the Normal Col- Mark Twain's books took this trip, are completely worn-ou- t
tlis boys are learning the signs of
the boys are reading about their hero. aged on account of womanly troubles.
of
New
of
the
the
lege
says:
York,
City
between
not
communications
only
The boys who will make the trip are Are you? Take Cardui, the woman's
FOR SALE flood piano on monthly
boys of this country but also between It is a wonderful book. It has made j Walter
Young, Herbert end Wilbur tonic.
Its record shows that it will payment contract. Room
the boys of every other nation. The me wish more strongly than ever that Grau, and
No. S CapiAllwine.
and
Laurie
Julian
toTry it
Why wait?
help you.
tal City Bank Building.
plan now being developed means that I might be a boy again. It has toa
L.
S.
Dale's
Effective Work.
Ask your druggist about it.
day.
eventually the boys of all nations will manly ring to it that will appeal
Carrying the C. S. mall and pasL. S. Dale, organizer of boy scout
100 lbs.
Baggage allowance
to
FOR SALE Seven room
have a common language and that boys and is so full of suggestions for
houst sengers between
somein
Vaughn, N. M., and each regular
tothe
can
find
troops
them
undoubtedly
that
more
Northwest,
boy
electric
every
drawn
bath,
fine
will
excess
be
closely
lisbt,
lawn,
ticket,
they
baggage
fifty
no matter is one of the most effective workers
at. the rate of $5.00
Roawell, N. M., connecting with tb
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.
per hundred lbs.
gether. Such binding of the boys of thing in it to inspire him
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock I
the different nations together, it is as- what his temperament. I believe the among boys now in the field. He has
We are equipped to carry any kind
METALS.
into
AND
to
scout
5,000
WANTED
MONfcY
develop organized
boys
Extra work, few hours land Railroads and the Atchison,
troops
serted by the leaders of the Boy Scout manual will help greatly
of trunks or baggage, up to 1.500 lbs.
more than one hundred towns and
New York, June 24. Call money, daily, by experienced bookkeeper and
& Santa Fe Railroad.
movement, will tend greatly toward wholesomely the characters of the in
4
cities
in
He
the
mercantile
Northwest.
estimates
Prime
paper
America."
of
nominal;
Leaves
of
universal
XY
boys
arSpeaks
a.
stenographer.
peace.
Spanish.
the promotion
Vaughn at 8:45
m.,
Special rates are given for excurthat there are ebou 8,000 Boy Scouts 41-2- ;
Mexican dollars 45; Amalgam- in care of New Mexican.
rive in Ro6well at 2:00 p. m.
The sign language is simple. It is
Lord Kitcenhr to the Scouts.
for eight or more passengers.
sions,
711-4- ;
119
Atchison
in
in
and
about
ated
20,000
Minnesota,
Sugar
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., arcommon to all nations. It perhaps
Lord Kitchner, the greatest soldier
For further information,
write the
Great Northern pfd. 1381-2- ;
FOR SALE Two spring wagons, 80 rive in Vaughn at 5:30
and North 1141-2- ;
was developed long before the art of of England, believes in the Boy Minnesota, Wisconsin
m.
p.
Northern Plymouth Rock hens, 1,000 feet pouland South Dakota. In his work in New York Central 109
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
speaking. It is natural to use ges- Scouts. He has watched them drill
160
Pacific 133
Reading
8 moveable
try netting,
tures and signs to emphasize one's and has written a letter praising the last year, he has addressed
poultry
Union Pacif houses. E. S. Andrews.
school children telling them Southern Pacific 123
These gestures them. A striking thing is, however,
ideas in speaking.
791-2118
;
1891-8;
pfd.
Steel
a about the alms and activities of the ic New
may express entire sentences. For in- that though Lord Kitchner is
York, June 24. Lead and copin soldier, he lays chief stress on the de- Boy Scout movement.
TYPEWRITERS.
stance, the traffic patrolmen
unchanged; Silver Cleaned, adjusted and
per
nominally,
Dale is a self made man. He was
crowded thoroughfares in New York velopment of character and physical
repaired. New
52
platens furnished.
Ribbons and supuse the sign language. They are on development of character and physl born in Norway twenty-eigh- t
years
GRAIN, PORK. LARD, RIBS.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
duty all aay directing the traffic of cal and mental alertness and makes ago and when sixteen years old came
June 24. Wheat July, and rented. Standard makes handled.
Chicago,
thousands of vehicles, and perhaps no suggestion of militarism. He writes to the United States. He worked for
Ail repair work and
Sept., 88
a year on a farm in Swift county, 83
never speak one word.
to the boys as follows:
typewriters guar
(Old Sparks Ranch)
i
Corn July, 55
Sept., anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exen
$30
and
after
Minnesota,
saving
Baseball players have a sign lan"The more I know of the scout
change. Phone 231.
Wilmar University. He next 57
15th for
Open
guage. Every sport has given rise to organization the more admirable I tered
Oats July, 40
Sept., 41
to
a
became
money
reporter
getting
are
more
or
perthat
and
the
certain gestures
think it fs,
signs
fully per
S.
F.
Rexford, 615 New Tork Life
Best of Food
him a start in the University of
Best of Beds
fectly natural and are understood eas- suaded I am that it should appeal give
Pork July, 15.30; Sept., 15.35.
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had
He fought his way
Minnesota.
Cold Pure Spring Water
ily by persons not versed In that spe- strongly to every father and mother
.t
a severe attack of a cold which setLard July, 8.15;; Sept., 8.30.
three
cial activity. Children and grown-up- s
who desire to bring up their sons well. through the university for
No Invalids
$15 a Week
Ribs July, 8.27
Sept., tled in my back .and kidneys and J
his
expenses
writingyears,
inearning
use gestures and, therefore signs,
It breaks down class prejudice, prowas in great pain from my trouble.
and doing various odd jobs, 8 35.
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
stinctively. More than 100 signs are motes comradeship, discipline, re- poetry
A friend recommended
MARKET.
WOOL
in
was
but
his
senior
years
Foley Kidney
compelled
used by the children in the public sourcefulness,
and symSt. Louis, Mo., June 24. Wool weak Pills and I used two bottles of them
because of the illness of his brother
Write Pecos
Telegraph Glorieta
schools. There are 3,000 signs that pathy. Its ideals are the
highest to leave
and western 17191-2- ; fine and they have done me a world of
Territory
next
Dale
became
college.
lastudents of the language have picked Christianity and patriotism, and
fine ll.141-2- .
pood."
For sale by all druggiats.
a city editor, took an interest in Boy mediums 16171-2- ;
up. A person can communicate his ter, when these scouts are grown up,
LIVESTOCK.
efScout
an
work
and
such
proved
of
600
with
can
better
what
title
each
Re $3.50.5.25; southern cows
thoughts intelligently
aspire
24. Cattle
they
June
Chicago,
and heifthem. The ordinary person uses a to than to be known as true man and fective organizer that he was put in ceiots 2.400. Market steady. Beeves ers $2.604.5O;
native cows and heifof
the
work
in
charge
organization
vocabulary of not more than 2,000 pure patriot? And that is what they the Northwest.
$4.45
ers
Texas
steers,
$4.856.70;
$2.256.10; stockers and feeders
words. The signs have been devel- are all now learning to become.
western steers,
6.00;
$4.755.70; $3.505.10; bulls $34.65; calves $4
Governor
on
Scouts.
so
Eberhart
dumb
schools
Boy
and
deaf
in
"You
the
who
have
Scoutmasters
gone
oped
7.25; western steers $4.50fi6; weststockers and feeders, $3.255.40;
Governor Adolph O. Eberhart of
that the deaf and dumb alphabet is through the hard work of making this
cows and heifers, $2.405.85; calves, ern cows $2.75 4.75.
who
believes that the Scout
discarded, except for the spelling of movement so successful, must be well Minn.,
Hogs
$5.758.00.
Receipts 3,5000. Market
proper names and unusual words.
pleased with the result of your labor movement is the most efficient facMarket steady to weak. Bulk of sales $6.25
Hogs Receipts, 10,000.
"It is a fact," says Chief Scout when you see these smart lads around tor of modern times in character
6.35; heavy $6.206.30; packers and
lower than yesterday's average.
building, practical education and pre- sade
Seton, "that at many deaf and dumb you, and consider their
butchers $6.256.40; lights S6.0W
mixed
$C.156.60;
$6.156.C0;
Light
schools whole lectures are delivered
6.35.
and their improved vention of crime among boys, has this mixed
numbers,
$6.156.60; heavy $6.106.55;
and sermons preached by the use of moral, and mental, and physical con- to say about the development of the
Sheep
Market
Receipts 200.
to
choice,
DAY A NIGHT 130 RED
a highly developed sign language. A dition, and you, Scouts, I feel sure, organization throughout the country: rough $G.106.20; good
steady. Muttons $3.254; lambs $5.50
108 PALAOK
PHONE
AVE
heavy
pigs,
$5.556.35;
,$6.20C.55;
sen"The fact that the Boy Scouts have
fed
6.75;
single sign may convey an entire
wethers
and
already realize the benefits you have
yealrings
tence. The savages out West have a received by being members of this increased in numbers as rapidly as bulk of sales, $6.356.50.
Picture
and
Dons.
fed western ewes
Framing
Tastefully
Satisfactorily
$2.50
Market 3.&U.
Sheep Receipts, 4,000.
few
they have during the past
sign language. A person who underst- national association.
western.
steady.
Native,
2.754.15;
to
ands-the
can
movement
talk
months
proves that this
sign language
"There is one thought I would like
4.004.75;
yearlings,
an Indian. He can convey his mean- to impress upon you once a Scout was the one thing needed to crystal-iz- e $2.504.15;
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
lambs, native, $3.756.20;
western,
of
and
to
different
effective
render
of
the
Scout.
You
persons
a
will
the
find
energy
adequately
ing
always
$4.006.20.
our
and
as
such
doubt
I
sometimes
that the
Russia, China,
Scout Law ana Scout training very
boys.
nations,
Kansas City, June 24. Cattle Re Small Holding Claim No. 3241013809
India without speaking a word."
useful through life, so never allow general public appreciates the great
300.
Market steady. Native Department of the Interioi,
ceipts
Chief Scout Seton points out that Scouting to be looked upon as a game value of the work already accomplish
United States Land Office,
steers $4.806.35: southern steers
the use of the sign language makes a that is over. Keep it going as long ed by the Boy Scouts, to say nothing
Santa Fe, N. M.. June 10. 1911.
ob-- .
EiVsnr
of
wonderful
more
and
that
the
as you are alive, as boy and as man.
observant,
person
possibilities of the
Notice is hereby given that the fol
COMES A TIME
serving persons use it. The sign lan Help it by all the means that lie in future; but it is only a question of a
named
lowing
claimant has filed noSANTA FE, N. M., TO
guage may be used in signalling. It your power, and when we have a short time when the full significance When Coffee Shows
What it Has tice of his intention to make final
as
of
such
this
in
be
movement
will
be
men
million
wide
as
we
I
and
may
employed
places
given
boys,
hope
proof in support of his claim under
Been Doing.
hospitals, where persons may not be shall have, Imbued with the spirit of recognition."
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
- permitted to speak. It Is used iu Scouts, or nation may well be proud
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), aa amended
"Of
coffee
late
has
years
disagreed
x
so
NOTICE.
noise
Is
the
where
of
manhood.
Its
great
places
with me," writes a matron from Rome, by the act of February 21. 1893 (27
Territory of New Mexico,
that the voice cannot be heard for
Policeman Praises Boy Scouts.
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
N. Y.
21.10
County of Santa Fe.
William A. Haedtler, sergeant Of
perhaps in speaking to one another
"Its lightest punishment being to be made before U. S. Commissioner
across a room. Its use is so greatly the Woodlawn police station of Chi Theodore P. Marshall,
make me 'logy' and dizzy, and it seem- Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M., on
vs.
No. 6786.
July 17, 1911, viz.: Manuel Garcia de
ed to thicken up my blood.
recognized that it is being developed cago, is a s'aunch friend of the Boy
18.15
in the army and many other places.
Scouts. He believes he can prevent Jessie Marshall.
"The heaviest was when It upset my Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn,
Chief Scout Seton has prepared a a lot of mischief and crime by getting In the District Court of the First Ju istomach completely destroying m Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract
dicial District of 'New Mexico for appetite and making me nervous and in Sees. 20 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.,
dictionary of signs, with illustrations the boys to help him rather than
the County of Santa Fe.
He names the following witnesses
will soon be ready not only for ing hostile to them. Speaking to the
Irritable, and sent me to my bed. AfThe
said
defendant
to
Jessie Marshall ter one of these attacks, in which I
prove his actual continuous adverse
the use of the scouts, but fqr all per--! ' Boy Scouts recently, he said: "Let us
TO MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN
sons who are interested in learning direct our efforts to the uplifting of is hereby notified that a complaint has nearly lost my life, I concluded to possession of said tract for twenty
been filed against her in the district quit the coffee and ry Postum.
years next preceding the survey of
the sign language.
"Every person the child and not to any nonsensical court
THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO
for the county of Santa Fe, ter"It went right to the spot! I found the township, viz:
uses signs," says Chief Scout Seton, parole system for those beyond
Ramon
that
court
Garcia
de Garcia, J. J. SalaLIBERAL LIMITS AND STOP OVER PRIVILEGES.
being the
it not only a most palatable and rethe Boy Scouts in developing demption who come back and prey ritory aforesaid,
in which said case is pending, by said
e
it are spreading it throughout the en-- upon society and
freshing beverage, but a food as well. zar, Pulidor Martinez, Noberto Gar
wrong
P. Marshall, the
For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.
"All m7 ailments, the 'loginess' and cia, all of Cuba, N. M.
world, and are putting Into prac- - amples to our boys and girls. I am plaintiff, Theodore
Any person who desires to protest
tice the real Esperanto language. j under the impression that we have general object of said action being a dizziness, the unsatisfactory condition
divorce upon the grounds of aban of my blood, my nervousness and ir against the allowance of said proof, H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
:
SANTA FE, N. M
They will naturally come in closer been trying to reform at the wrong
donment, for costs and general relief ritability disappeared in short order or who knows of any substantial reacontact with one another, and will be end, and, as parents and friends of as
will more fully appear by reference and my
sorely afflicted stomach began son under the laws and regulations of
united in a universal brotherhood. posterity, we should start reform at to the
complaint filed in said cause. quickly to recover. I began to re- the Interior Department why such
What can be more helpful in the pro- the incipiency of misconduct In the And that
unless
enter your ap build and have steadily continued un- proof should not be allowed will be
motion of universal peace? I hope child, and place such environment pearance in said you
cause on or before til now. Have a good appetite and given an opportunity at the
d
lanwil
around our children as will lead them the 19th
every Boy Scout
study sign
e
time and place to
day of. August, 1911, judg am rejoicing in sound health which
in the paths of righteousness."
guage."
ment wii iDe rendered against you in I owe to the use of Postum." Name
the witnesses of said claimAdmiral Dewey Praises Scouts.
"Tom Sawyer's" Trip.
said cause by default. Plaintiff's atPostum
Co., Battle Creek, ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
by
given
at
received
letters
been
Scouts
have
in Omaha are planning torney's address is
Many
Boy
of that submitted by claimant.
George Volney Mich.
the National Headquarters of the Boy to build a big raft on which they will Howard, Esq, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Read
"The
the
to
Road
little
book,
Scouts of America,' praising the new float down the Missouri River to St
In witness whereof, I have hereun wenviiie, in pkgs. "There s a reaRegister.
manual. Admiral George Dewey, who Louis to attend an encampment of to set my hand and Seal of said son."
Successor to B. P. Williams
book
for
is reading the
a second time, the Boy Scouts of America near that Court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this Ever read the above letter? A new
writes: "I find it a most excellent and city in July. Five Boy Scouts of 13th day of June, A. D, 1911.
We Have Built Up
one appears from time to time. They
valuable book containing so many Omaha Troop No. 1, under Mr. M.
EDW. L. SAFFORD.
are genuine, true, and full of human
suggesstions in which I am interested. O. McLaughlin have obtained the (Seal)
clerk. Interest.
AMERICA ARE INCREASING.

WANTS

.

y

ROSWELL

AUTO

CO.,

ROSWELL, N. W

--

MARKETJEPORT

a

50,-00- 0

J W. STOCKARD,

MANAGER

THE VAUGHAN RANCH

4

the Fishing Season

May

3-- 4

4

'

mulligan k mm

i

FUNERAL DIRECTORS!

g

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

$50.35

Chicago,

J

$64.95

Buffalo,-

St. Louis,

44.35

Denver,!-

New York,

76.35

Colorado Sp'gs,

Boston,

75.95

Pueblo,

;

;

16.35

LOW RATES

'

re-"b-

ex-tir-

j

;

above-mentione-

IRA MORGAN

cross-examin-

have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly 1
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST il!
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will
endavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit '
I

m

-

-

-

.

,

'

Jj's

.

V

'

yi

.
j"1

'

our patronage.

'

-

:

:

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO

'
WE HANDLE LUMBER
in large quantities and have erery
modern facility for furnishing the
very best rrmgh or dressed

Phone

New Mexico Military

Institute

contracts.

Charles W. Dudrow

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
WOOD'YS HACK LINE Department.
Through Academic course, preparProm
ing young men for college or business
Great amount of open air work.
BARRANCA TO TAOS life.
Healthiest location of any Military
Meets Both North South School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
Bound Trains.
of the West at an elevation of 3700
Leares Barranca on the arrival ot feet above sea level, sunshine
every
die north bound train and arrives at day, but little rain or snow
during the
7
Taos
m.

at

Pi

p.

Ten miles shorter than any other
vay. Good eoTored hack and good
earns.

Jkf$''-

The new capltol to be located at
Oklahoma City where the national

n

Cs0

-

.

will be

season.

-

,

, ...

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
aswz VJilar deute
P
furnished, heated, lighted' and modern
nrMCemfbttiiUi,
in all respects.
f
REGENTS
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. O. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
Foley's Kidney Remedy.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
Is particularly recommended
for
W JH. ATKINSON, Secretary,
chronic cases of kidney and bladder
and W. A. FINLET.
trouble.
It tends to regulate and con
For particulars and Illustrated caSpanish war veterans 000.000 and will be presented to the gfund,' the first time in the history of trol the
kidney and bladder actions talogues address:
cMKa' of 01da Amerlca
a Pito1 n"
and is healing, strengthening and brac
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
a cost ot 11, noma city furnishing the bulldlngilt in this ttat
way.
ing. For sale by all druggists.
Superintendent

r0,--

irect

FARE

TVt?

35' $5.00

::

ST

Santa Fe, N.M

139 Red

Lumber

of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the rery best prices
for Lumber ot such high grade
We will be pleased to figure on your

::
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sented with first trophy for the highest score at the close of the bridge
and Mrs. D. J. Leahy with a trettv
i
(Continued From Page Five.)
guest prize.
Light refreshments
were served during the afternoon's
The Wallace Club is meeting this closing hour. Those present were:
afternoon at the home of Mrs. H. H. Mesdames D. J. Leahy, C. F.
on Don Gaspar avenue. Be- - berg, A. C. Price, C. A. Whited, A. R.
sides the members of the club Miss Streicher, Clara Chase, Kate M. Hart-Zan-

of advertisement today.
By far the
most desirable line made.
Stone Image F. P. Sturges,
of the New Mexican Printing Company, was today exhibiting a
unique stone image, either of St.
Joseph or St. Anthony, dug up among
the ruins of the Pecos church, twenty miles southeast of Santa Fe.
Fans Went to Las Vegas Santa
ze!l, S. Ruffner, J. J. Shuler, E. B.
is a guest.
The Saturday Card Club is meeting Humphreys, W. A. Chapman, and the Fe's base ball team, looking husky
today at the home of Mrs. A. B. Rene- - Misses Winnie Shuler and Hilda and hearty, left this morning for the
Meadow City to do battle with the
han on East Palace avenue. Besides Seaberg. Raton Range,
the members of the club, the guests! Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Morrison, Jr., baseball team of that place. The
are Mrs. Lewis and Mrs. A. J. Fisher, gave a delightful party Saturday night Santa Feans will play there tomorrow
The members of the Guild are plan-- ! at Library Hall in honor of their twen-nin- afteronon and return tomorrow night.
'
f
th or silver wedding anniver-LibrarJudge Kmaebel Better The condifor a "Tea" to be given in
reHall next Friday afternoon, j saryfl There were 50 couples invited tion of Judge John H. Knaebel is
The judge is
ported better today.
Homa-madcaket surprise pack- - and they danced to a late hour.
tea and coffee, ice cream and freshments were served at a seasona-cake- , receiving the best attention at St
Ernwill be among the attractions. ble hour and the affair was & most Vincent's Sanitarium. His son,
was est Knaebel, assistant attorney genone.
A pleasant social afternoon may be enjoyable
Library Hall
of the United States, will arrive
expected and the ladies hope to see tastefully decorated for the occasion eral
with a profusion of cut flowers and here Monday.
all their friends.
Apologies to "T. R." Through a
Miss Maude Hanlon gave a card both Mr. and Mrs. Morrison, whose
of the program of
party Thursday night at the home of 'appearance is far too youthful to sug-he-r misunderstanding
'commencement
sister-in-laMrs. E. P. Davies, gest they were celebrating a silver St. Michael's College
Arin honor of her guests, Miss Tritz and wedding anniversary received the best Thursday night the name of T. R.
dein
out
was
left
inadvertently
mijo
la-live
Miss Schiel, two beautiful young
j wishes of every one that they may
"A
number
instrumental
the
dies from Waterloo, Iowa. The game to celebrate their golden anniversary, j scribing
The Royal Highlanders had a very Little Flower" which was played by
Of 500 was played until 11 p. m. when
Master Armijo, Luciano Salazar and
dancing began. The party was a very interesting party Tuesday in Elks'
Juan
and
Lopez.
ball. It was a "Poverty Social"
delightful one. .
Four of
Board Met and Adjourned
Mrs. George '"W. Armijo and son, some of the costumes were very funny.
of .reTheodore Roosevelt Armijo; went to Although the attendance was not so the five members of the board
Mexico
New
of
the
voted
as
was
gents
Lueveryone
to
expected,
large
accompany
Lamy this morning
Normal school met this
ciano Salazar, who met his father the party a success.
morning and adjourned to meet again
Hon. E. H. Salazar, receiver of the
July 5. Those present were Former
land office at Fort Sumner. Luciano
Governor L. Bradford Prince, Squire
St.
has
been
Salazar
attending
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s
Hartt Jr., Dr. J. H. Sloan and
Mr. Salazar will
Michael's college.
Martinez, but Colonel Vences-lago with his family from Las Vegas
to Fort Sumner where his new house
Armijo did not arrive and it was
to meet again in July when
is completed.
decided
S
Santa Fe, N. M., June 24.
X
Manuel Lujan, a graduate of St.' X For New Mexico Fair weath- - X he could be present.
Michael's college who won a gold X er
tonight and Sunday; not X
medal and the history prize, a copy, X "much
change in temperature. X RULE OF REASON IS APPLIED.
of the History of New Mexico by Hon.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
B. M. Read, has completed his course!
(Continued From Page One.)
and before returning to his home at
Lariat Ropes all fixed at Goebels.
San Ildefonso, northern Santa Fe
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital may do so by dispensing with that mecounty, will attend the teachers' nor-- ! City Dairy. Milk and cream always on dium. That would be
regarding shad
mal institute in this city. The theme; hand. Phone Black 1SS.
substance go.
the
and
letting
owing
of his commencement oration was: j
Buy monuments and iron fences The language of the Sherman act m
"A Plea Against the Referendum."
from Bills Bros., 771 Broadway, Denis broad."
Mrs. John B. LeVert, entertained vv P A Sanilnvnl Snntfl. Fa lnnal this particular
holds
Nook
that the question
Judge
Tuesday afternoon at Bridge in honor
as to whether the Union Pacific and
of Miss Rugh, a Pittsburg society girl repr3Sentauv5
One Imported Auto Coat in Pongee. the Southern Pacific roads were com
1
O
i
1S maKiug
and dust proof at Goebels.
g,0t
petitors, which the majority held to
menus.
wnere sne aireaay nas many
Game TomorrowCerrillos Browns be
against the government, was a
The house was beautifully decorated yg the victors club at 2:30 p. m.
question of fact to be decided by the
cut flowers ana the affair was morrow on College grounds.
Small
testimony of many expert witnesses
one of the most enjoyable of the sea- - a(jmjssi0n f ee- and
these witnesses Judge Hook holds,
won
C.
Wilson
son. Mrs.
the,
evenRerr.esTnmorrow
conclusive testimony that "there
prize, a handmade sewing bag which ing at tne Pregi)yterjan church, Union gave
was active, vigorous and substantial
was much admired.
services will be held by Presbyterian's
Rev. and Mrs. Carl Patchell, of and Methodists. Rev. B. F. Summers competition."
The dissenting opinion says the deMichigan, and who spent a few days wjh preach the sermon,
cision of the court was on two main
of their honeymoon here, residing at
Box Rents Due. A sign is posted
Miss Disette's home on Manhattan jn the local bostoffice calling atten- - grounds:
:
of
the
combination
That
First
ex
to
avenue, have gone
tion to the necessity of paying post
Laguna but
of the two systems
pect to return to Santa Fe ''o attend office box rent before the end of the competitive traffic
the summer school of archaeology month.
Otherwise the lock boxes was not a substantial percentage of
the total traffic, and second: That
this summer.
Both are prominent will be closed.
missionaries in the Congregational
Frank Gormley is today unloading the trade was not restrained by the
Pachurch and have traveled all over the ' a Fairbanks-Mors- e
gasoline engine combination because the Union
world. Mr. Cahall is on a six months' of a capacity of 20,000 gallons'an hour, cific was an intermediate through
leave of absence, havine recently visit - This engine will be used by A. B. route and dependent for competitive
ed Spain and Africa.
Renehan, on his ranch south of the traffic on connection carriers, which
z
.
unaided, could not make a through
Mrs. J. Leahy entertained several city.
or her lady friends at three tables
Yesterday Was Warm. It started joint rate."
"This decision so greatly narrows
of bridge in honor
of her visiting the Munsing Union suits to move at
the act of congress that Tery little is
guest, Mrs. David J. Leahy of Las Seligman Brothers. This line is
Mrs. Kate Hartzell was pre- - ed to your attention in their change left of it when applied to railroads.'
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The opinion states: "Under one or TWO SPEAKERS WERE
both of these tests, the Union Pacific
IN SANTA FE.
could probably have lawfully purchased control of all the great rail- Justice McLaren and Dr. J. Wilburn
road systems in the United States.
Chapman Among Those Who
' Addressed Convention.
Railroad Officials Pleased.
New York, June 2. The stock (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
market today made quick resDonse to San Francisco, Calif., June 24. But
the announcement or the United one regular session of the Internation- States circuit courts decision in the j al School cinvention was held today,
Harriman merger suits. Naturally the I the delegates devoting the afternoon
Harriman issues were the most effect- and evening to recreation and excured and they showed gains of almost sions. At the morning session,
four points. Other stocks were up "Dividends on Our Investment," was
from 1 to 3 points. Trading was on the subject discussed briefly by Jr.3-- i
tice McLaren, of. Toronto, Ontario;
a heavy scale.
'
W. N.
Officials of the Harriman railroad John R. Pepper of Memphis K.
War
E.
and
of
Hartshorn
Boston,
officies were greatly interested in tha
Dr.
of Three Oaks, Michigan.
ren,
decision.
"We don't . know anything
Wilbur Chapman, of New York,
aDout it yet," said Alexander Miller,, ,J.
spoke on "Soul Winning and Chris-- i
secretary of the Harriman companies. Man Service," and Marion Lawrence
Then he was told that there was no of
Chicago, general secretary of the
question that the court had decided association, discussed "The Responin favor of the railroads and against sibilities and
Opportunities of Our As- -

the government and he was greatly
Robert S. Lovett, president
pleased.
of the Harriman companies is in
Europe. None of' the, lawyers of the
company would discuss the decision
until they heard more about it.

sociation."
The report of International Treasurer F. A. Wells of Chicago was presented.; '
If you want anything on earth Try
; a New Mexican want ad.
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EXQUISITE DESIGNS
MEN are
BUSINESS Men"
of
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They keep their engagements on the minute and measure their time by a

GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

PLANTS

FLOWERS.
SWEET PEAS.
have the finest Sweet Peas ever seen in Santa Fe, and can
fill orders, large or small, in many choice varieties in separate
AND

I

colors or mixed colors as desired.

DAHLIAS AND OTHER FLOWERS IN SEASON.
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION
CASH WITH ORDER.
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Phone, Black 204.
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We have a wide assortment of VW-tbaWatches
at a wide
range in thin modsls: plain
fancy cases. See us aboia: a Waltham
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mixes and
kneads Bread

and
Dads bread
thoroughly in
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life

415 Palace Ave.
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HARDY
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WALTKAM WATCH
The Waltham is the most
s.
of
Tiiat ij
why we make it cur leader and
why
"Ifs Time You Owned a WaWtam."
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JAMES McCONVERV,
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in Three Minutes.
Simple,' Easy,
Sanitary. yvr4
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Closing Out Sale to Begin THURSDAY.

SANTA FE HARDWARE
& SUPPLYCO.

j

Q
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JUNE 22nd, for One Week

Only

dm

PAIRS LADIES' OXFORDS will be sold for a good deal less than
cost. This Closing Out Sale is Odds and Ends one or two pairs
of a kind. They are A No. 1 Goods, American Lady Make, made by the
largest shoe house in the world,

SC0E

IHiAiVillLTOlM

a

They are made well, latest styles, smart and snappy in every particular .
KIB3

well - made
Oxford to hold its shape and pkce
cn die foot. It must fit all over
or it will slip and rub.
To make a perfect Oxford is an art that the Largest
Makers cf Shoes in'the World have mastered in the
American Lady Shoe,
In every sense it is the best shoe for the money.

It takes

a miffhtv

have a large line of American Lady Shoes
in the newest and best styles for Spring and
Summer Wear. Come in and let us show you
what real shoe satisfaction is.

We

$4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS t
now $2.10
now
$2.75 $3.00
2.60
2.75
1.75
"
2.50
2.50
1.60
"
"
2.25
2.00
1.00

mm

--

THIS will be the biggest snap that was ever offered in Santa Fe. these
shoes must be sold regardless of price. Do not buy one pair, but 2 or
3 pairs, and put away for next summer at such ridiculous prices.

NATHAN SALMON

Don't forget the date, June 22nd
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